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We consider the transport properties of polar direct-gap semiconductors in an electric field,
specializing the numerical calculation of the general theory to the case of n-doped III-nitrides, in
particular, GaN, AlN, and InN. The nonequilibrium thermodynamic state of these materials—
characterized by the variables so-called quasitemperature, quasichemical potential, and drift velocity
of the carriers, and the quasitemperatures of longitudinal optical and acoustical phonons—is studied.
The evolution equations of these variables—which are highly nonlinear—are derived, and the
transient regime and the ensuing steady state are analyzed. The nonlinear transport is characterized
and its main properties are discussed. In one case comparison with a recent Monte Carlo calculation
is made and good agreement is obtained. In this paper we mainly consider the ultrafast transient, and
in the following paper the steady state. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
DOI: 10.1063/1.1999024
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been1 noticed that the achievement of compact
blue-emitting semiconductor lasers is producing far-reaching
technological and commercial effects, and creating signifi-
cant research opportunities involving a plethora of poorly
understood microscopic issues in the underlying material
system. They include such fundamental properties as charge
control, transport, and formation of optical gain for stimu-
lated emission. In this and the follow up paper we consider
the question of transport properties of n-doped III-nitrides
under the action of intermediate to intense electric fields,
thus involving far-from-equilibrium thermodynamic condi-
tions. In this paper we present the description of the nonlin-
ear quantum kinetic theory that is used, followed by a study
of the transient regime that results after application of the
electric field, and in the following paper the steady state is
studied in detail.
We consider n-doped samples of III-nitrides—which are
large direct-gap strong polar semiconductors—in the pres-
ence of an electric field. The nonequilibrium thermodynamic
state of the resulting “hot plasma” -namely, the excited, due
to the presence of the electric field and mobile electrons
moving in, and interacting with, the lattice background—is
analyzed.
Basically, one needs to study the transport phenomena
which develop in this medium as a result of the presence of
the electric field, that is, the change in the average energy of
electrons and phonons, and the electric current. For that pur-
pose we resort to a powerful nonlinear quantum kinetic
theory,2,3 derived in the framework of a nonequilibrium sta-
tistical ensemble formalism,4 and an accompanying irrevers-
ible thermodynamics.5 It has been extensively applied to the
study of semiconductors, polymers, and biopolymers away
near and far from equilibrium. The case of polar semicon-
ductors has been reviewed in Ref. 6 where the formalism is
summarized.
In Sec. II we present the general theory, that leads to the
basic set of equations of evolution for the basic variables,
which describe the nonequilibrium irreversible evolution of
the system and the attainment of the steady state. The non-
linear quantum kinetic theory described in Sec. II is applied
to the study of three nitride compounds, namely, GaN, AlN,
and InN. Numerical calculations are performed with the re-
sults presented and graphically illustrated in Sec. III. Finally,
in Sec. IV we summarize these results, and comments on the
physical aspects of the phenomenon are presented.
II. THE NONLINEAR QUANTUM KINETIC EQUATIONS
Let us consider an n-doped direct-gap polar semiconduc-
tor, in a condition such that the extra electrons act as mobile
carriers in the conduction band. We use the effective-mass
approximation which requires that in explicit applications it
needs to be set an upper limiting value for the electric field,
fixed by the condition that for smaller values than this one
intervalley scattering can be neglected and the parabolic
band approximation is satisfactory. The Hamiltonian of the
system is
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥ1 + Ĥimp + Ĥan + ĤCF + ĤSR, 1
whereaElectronic mail: clovesgr@terra.com.br
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contains the electron-phonon interactions. In the equations
above cc† and bb† are annihilation creation operators in
electron states k, and of phonons in mode q, and branch
=lo,ac for longitudinal optical and acoustical ones, respec-
tively. Quantities M
q, to be given later on, are the matrix
elements of the interaction between carriers and -type
phonons, with the supraindex  indicating the kind of inter-
action polar, deformation potential, piezoelectric. The third
contribution, Ĥimp, refers to the interaction with impurities.




eE · ri 4
is the interaction of the electrons with charge −e and posi-
tion ri with an electric-field E of intensity E. The interaction
of the system with an external reservoir is taken care of by
ĤSR in Eq. 1; the reservoir is taken as an ideal one—which
is satisfactory in most cases—and then has its macroscopic
thermodynamic state characterized by a canonical statisti-
cal distribution with temperature T0.
Consider now the nonequilibrium thermodynamic state
of the plasma. The presence of the electric field changes the
energy of the electrons they acquire energy in excess of
equilibrium, and these carriers keep transferring this excess
to the lattice, and an electrical current flux of electrons
follows. Thus, we need to choose as basic variables
Eet,Net,Pet,Elot,Eact,ER	 , 5
which are, respectively, the energy, number and linear mo-
mentum of the electrons, the energies of the lo and ac
phonons electrons in conduction states with s-type symme-
try do not interact with transverse-optical phonons, and the
energy of the reservoir; the latter is constant in time as the
reservoir is considered an ideal one. The corresponding dy-
namical quantities are
Ĥe,N̂e,P̂e,Ĥlo,Ĥac,ĤR	 , 6
i.e., the Hermitian operators for the partial Hamiltonians, the
electron number, and the linear momentum. We noticed that
the choice above implies disregarding electrothermal effects,
the inclusion of which would require introducing the flux
current of energy of the carriers, and would have minor
influence on the results to be reported.
According to the nonequilibrium statistical ensemble
formalism and the accompanying irreversible
thermodynamics,5–7 the nonequilibrium thermodynamic state
of the system can be completely and alternatively, to the
description provided by the variables of Eq. 5, character-
ized by a set of intensive nonequilibrium thermodynamic
variables the Lagrange multipliers that the variational con-
struction of the formalism provides, namely,
Fet,Fnet,Fet,Flot,Fact,0	 . 7
The variables in Eq. 7 are present in the auxiliary statistical
operator which the formalism introduces, in this case given
by
̄t,0 = exp− t − FetĤe − FnetN̂e − Fet · P̂e
− FlotĤlo − FactĤacR, 8
where R is the canonical distribution of the reservoir at tem-
perature T0. We recall that the operator of Eq. 8 is not the
statistical operator describing the macroscopic state of the
system, which is a superoperator of this one,4 and t play-
ing the role of a logarithm of a nonequilibrium partition
function ensures the normalization of ̄t ,0.
The nonequilibrium statistical operator is, in terms of the
auxiliary one of Eq. 8, given by
t = exp






ln ̄t,t − t ,
where






t − tĤ ,
and et−t is a kernel Abel’s kernel in the theory of conver-
gence of integral transforms that ensures irreversible evolu-
tion from the initial condition of preparation—an irrevers-
ibility introduced in the interventionist approach in logic and
here taken according to the Krylov-Bogoliubov “jolting”
proposition.4 Quantity  is a positive infinitesimal that goes
to zero after the calculation of averages has been performed.
The intensive nonequilibrium thermodynamic variables
of Eq. 7 are usually redefined as
Fet = et = kBTe
*t−1, Fnet = − et	e
*t , 9
Fet = − etvet , 10
Flot = lot = kBTlo
* t−1,
11
Fact = act = kBTac
* t−1,
and we recall that 0 in Eq. 7 is kBT0−1. Equations
9–11 introduce the so-called quasitemperatures,
Te
*t , Tlo
* t, and Tac
* t, of electrons and phonons, the qua-
sichemical potential 	e
*, and the drift velocity vet;
6 kB is as
usual the Boltzmann constant.
We now proceed to derive the equations of evolution for
the basic variables of Eq. 5. For the present problem it is
not necessary to use the full power of the formalism. As the
interactions involved in Ĥ1 are not strong we can use the
lowest-order approximation in the kinetic theory of Ref. 2,
the so-called second-order approximation in relaxation
theory which corresponds to a Markovian approximation
valid in this weak coupling limit and discussed in Ref. 8. If
we generically call Qjt the variables of Eq. 5 and P̂j those
of Eq. 6, the general form of the equations of evolution is
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where the subindex nought denotes evolution in the interac-
tion representation, i.e., evolution of Ĥ1 under Ĥ0 alone.
Proceeding with the calculations we obtain the corre-






*E · Pet + JElo
2 t + JEac
2 t , 16
d
dt
Net = 0, 17
d
dt




Elot = − JElo
2 t + Jlo,an
2 t , 19
d
dt
Eact = − JEac
2 t − Jlo,an
2 t + Jac,dif
2 t . 20
Let us analyze these equations term by term. In Eq. 16
the first term on the right accounts for the rate of energy
transferred from the electric field to the carriers. The second
and third terms account for the transfer of the excess energy
















e t − fk+q






e − q, , 21







recalling that we are using random phase approximation
RPA and the effective-mass approximation, and
fk
et = Trck
†ck̄t = expet2k − m*vet/2/2m*	
− 	e
*t + 1−1, 23
which, calculated in the description in terms of the variables
of Eq. 6, takes the form of an instantaneous in time Fermi-
Dirac-like distribution with quasitemperature T*t and qua-
sichemical potential 	e
*t, and drifted—because of the ac-
tion of the electric field—with the presence of the drift
velocity vet. We recall that this is a result of the very rapid
internal thermalization of the electrons as a consequence of
the Coulomb interaction between them. Moreover, in a
large generality of cases a quasiclassicallike approach is pos-
sible, that is, the condition ne
3t1, where et
= /me*kBTe*t is an instantaneous nonequilibrium-thermal
de Broglie wavelength, is verified, and then the distribution









which resembles a time-dependent on the evolution of the
nonequilibrium state of the system and drifted Maxwell-
Boltzmann-kind of distribution. Moreover,
q, = Trbq,
† b̄t,0 = expq,/kBT
*t − 1	−1, 25
we recall that =lo and ac
Equation 17 accounts for the fact that the concentration
n of electrons is fixed by doping. In Eq. 18 the first term on
the right is the driving force generated by the presence of the
electric field. The second term is the rate of momentum


















e − q, , 26
where, we recall, =lo and ac.
In Eqs. 19 and 20 the first term on the right describes
the rate of change of the energy of the phonons due to inter-
action with the electrons. More precisely they account for the
gain of the energy transferred to them from the hot carriers
and then contributions JElo
2 and JEac
2 are the same as those
calculated in Eq. 21 for =lo and =ac, with a change of
sign. The second term in Eq. 19 accounts for the rate of the
energy transfer from the optical phonons to the acoustic
ones, which we write as
Jlo,an
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* t − 1
, 28
lo,an being a relaxation time which is obtained from the
bandwidth in Raman-scattering experiments, as in Ref. 9. It
may be noticed that this contribution can be calculated by
Eq. 15, but there is no access to proper knowledge of the
matrix element of the anharmonic interaction, which is usu-
ally left as a free parameter to be determined from measuring
the relaxation time, which we introduce here from the outset.
The contribution Jlo,an
2 t is the same but with a different sign
in Eqs. 19 and 20, resulting in the transfer of energy from
the optical phonons to the acoustical ones. Finally, for the
diffusion of heat from the ac phonons to the reservoir, the
last term in Eq. 20, we write
Jac,dif







where ac,dif is a characteristic time for heat diffusion, which
depends on the particularities of the contact of the sample
and reservoir.10
We now proceed to the detailed calculation of the differ-
ent scattering operators involving the interactions between
carriers and phonons. In the case of polar interactions with lo












−1; 0 and  are the
static and optical dielectric constants, q is the modulus of the
wave vector of the lo phonon in mode q , lo is the fre-
quency of the lo phonons dispersionless in an Einstein
model, and V is the volume. Using this matrix element we
find that
JEe,PO
2 t = nVelo22me*/kBTe*t 1
 − 1
0
expzt/2lot − 1 + lot
exp− zt	K0zt/2 , 31
JPe,PO








expzt/2lot − 1 + lot
exp− zt	K0zt/2 − lot + 1 + lot




* t − 1	−1. 33
We recall that the deformation potential in the optical-
phonon–carrier interaction has a matrix element which is
null, due to the symmetry conditions; therefore, this interac-
tion is not present in the case of electrons in the conduction
band.11







where  is the density, s is the velocity of propagation
which we have considered the same for LA and TA phonons,
and E1 is the acoustic deformation-potential strength.
12
Using the matrix elements given above, we find that
JEe,DA




1 − Tac* tTe*t  , 35
JPe,DA








where we have used the approximation that
q
act = expsq/kBTac





using a Debye model for the ac phonons, and then q,ac
=sq.








where K is the electromechanical coefficient given by K2
=hpz
2 12/Cl+16/Ct /350, with hpz being the piezoelectric
constant, and Cl and Ct are the longitudinal and transverse
elastic constants.13 Using this matrix element we find that
JEe,ac





1 − Tac* t
Tc
*t  , 39
JPe,ac





We notice at this point that in Eqs. 16–20 we have
neglected the process of scattering due to impurities. In the
case of the carriers it practically does not contribute to the
change of energy, since it is a nearly elastic process as the
impurity is much heavier than the light electron. In the case
of the carrier momentum, using the expression given by













where NI is the density of impurities, Z the units of charge
of the impurity, and
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For the numerical calculations to be carried out in Sec.
III, it was first verified that scattering by impurities could be
neglected in the conditions used. It becomes relevant only in
conditions of lowly excited lattice vibrational motion.
Finally we notice that all the collision operators J2 are
dependent on the intensive nonequilibrium thermodynamic
variables of Eqs. 9–11, while the right-hand sides of Eqs.
16–20 depend on the extensive thermodynamic variables
of Eq. 5. To close the system of equations we need to
express the latter in terms of the former, that is, to couple the
equations of evolution with the nonequilibrium thermody-

























* t , 47
where Vcell is the volume of the unit cell, and we have used
Eqs. 24, 25, and 37.
We proceed in Sec. III to solve numerically the resulting
equations of evolution for the intensive nonequilibrium ther-
modynamic variables, i.e., Eqs. 16–20 together with Eqs.
44–47, which constitute a set of coupled highly nonlinear
integrodifferential equations, presented in Sec. III, with the
results specified for GaN, InN, and AlN.
III. APPLICATION TO GALLIUM NITRIDE, INDIUM
NITRIDE, AND ALUMINUM NITRIDE
Using the parameters given in Table I, we will solve the
equations of evolution for the three compounds indicated
above. In these calculations we consider for the interaction
between phonons and carriers the Fröhlich acoustic deforma-
tion, and piezoelectric potentials, and the scattering of elec-
trons by impurities. In all the three cases n=1017 cm−3 and
T0=300 K, and the electric field is applied on the system
initially in equilibrium, and then Te
*0=T
*0=300 K and
e0=0. Moreover, we take lo,an=10 ps and ac,dif=0.1 ps.
Figure 1 shows the evolution of the carriers’ quasitem-
perature for several values of the electric field, namely,
10 kV/cm for all three compounds, but 120, 250, and
45 kV/cm for GaN, AlN, and InN, respectively, correspond-
ing to the limiting value for which the parabolic band model
holds; beyond these values intervalley scattering begins to
become relevant. We can see that after a transient time of the
order of 200 fs a steady state is attained.
TABLE I. Parameters.
Parameter AlN InN GaN
Electron effective mass me
* m0 0.35
a 0.11b 0.19a
Band-gap energy EG eV 6.2
c 1.86b 3.5d
Lattice parameter a Å 3.11e 3.54c 3.19d
Lattice parameter c Å 4.98e 5.7c 5.18d
LO-phonon energy lo meV 99.2
e 89c 92f
Static dielectric constant 0 8.5
e 15.4c 9.5d
Optical dielectric constant  4.77
e 8.4c 5.35d
Mass density  g/cm3 3.23e 6.81c 6.09g
Long. elast. const. Cl 1012 dyn/cm2 2.65
e 2.65c 2.66h
Trans. elast. const. Ct 1011 dyn/cm2 4.42
e 4.43c 4.41h
Acoustic deformat. potential E1 eV 9.5
e 7.1 c 8.3i












FIG. 1. Evolution of the carrier’s quasitemperature for several values of the
electric field.
FIG. 2. The time evolution of the drift velocity.
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The time evolution of the drift velocity is shown in Fig.
2. As in Fig. 1 a steady state follows after, say, 200–300 fs,
and the existence of a velocity overshoot at high fields can be
noticed. Calculations not shown here indicate that the onset
for velocity overshoot corresponds to fields of roughly 20,
30, and 15 kV/cm for GaN, AlN, and InN, respectively.
Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of the quasitemperature
of the lo phonons. We can verify that it does not increase
appreciably, that is, at most a 10% above-equilibrium tem-
perature. The quasitemperature of the acoustic phonons not
shown here has a very small increase becoming at most 1%
above the equilibrium temperature for the higher fields we
have considered, a result of the good thermal contact with
the reservoir that we have used.
Let us consider now the steady state which follows very
rapidly hundreds of femtosecond time scale, which can be
understood based on the action of the intense Fröhlich inter-
action in these strong polar semiconductors, with the rate of
transfer of energy from carriers to lo phonons rapidly equal-
izing the rate of energy pumping from the external field,
even at high fields.
Figure 4 shows the dependence in the steady state of the
quasitemperature of the carriers with the electric-field
strength. A near-parabolic dependence of the form A+BE
+CE2 can be noticed. Moreover, the figures have end points
for the reasons already pointed out, that is, after those points
it becomes necessary to introduce a more detailed band
structure removing the parabolic band approximation we
used, once intervalley scattering becomes relevant.
Figure 5 describes the dependence of the electron drift
velocity in the steady state with the electric field. We can see
that it is not Ohmic, with a near-Ohmic law standing only at
low fields, roughly below 10, 20, and 5 kV/cm for GaN,
AlN, and InN, respectively. For higher intensities than these,
nonlinear transport follows, with the velocity, and therefore
the current increasing less markedly with E, that is, the dif-
ferential mobility de /dE keeps decreasing with increasing E.
We proceed to consider the case of GaN in more detail.
In Fig. 6 the evolution of the carrier quasitemperature for a
family of values of the electric-field intensity is shown,
where the already noticed fact that the steady state follows
after a transient elapsing along, roughly, 200 fs and that the
quasitemperature displays an overshoot for values of E
20 kV/cm become clear. In Fig. 7 we can observe that the
evolution of the drift velocity, with a velocity overshoot be-
ing present for E20 kV/cm, is somehow more pronounced
FIG. 3. Evolution of the quasitemperature of the lo phonons.
FIG. 4. The dependence of the quasitemperature of the carriers in the steady
state with the electric-field strength.
FIG. 5. The dependence with the electric field of the electron drift velocity
in the steady state .
FIG. 6. The evolution of the carriers’ quasitemperature for a family of
values of the electric-field intensity.
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than in the case of the quasitemperature. We return to a dis-
cussion of these phenomena after the presentation of Figs. 8
and 9 below.
In the case of a field of 125 kV/cm, the curve for the
velocity compares well with the one obtained using the
Monte Carlo method as reported in Ref. 15. An overshoot
with 3.5107 cm/s is noticed in both, but it is more
pronounced in our calculation where the values of the current
in the steady state are 10% below these obtained using the
computational model. The differences should be a result of
using an isotropic mass in our calculation, while in the
Monte Carlo calculation the mass asymmetry and the veloc-
ity in the c direction were considered. Nevertheless, the rea-
sonably good agreement reinforces the confidence on both
the computer modeling approach and the nonlinear kinetic
theory based on a nonequilibrium ensemble formalism.
In Fig. 8 we have drawn the quantity xt
=mee
2t /kBTe
*t, that is, the ratio between the kinetic energy
due to the drift of the electrons in the electric field and their
thermal kinetic energy. The peaks reveal the already noticed
fact that a more pronounced overshoot in velocity than in
quasitemperature is obtained. It can also be noticed that for
the range of electric fields shown up 100 kV/cm, in the
steady state x is smaller than 1, and seems to be so for higher
fields, implying that the thermal kinetic energy is always
higher than the kinetic energy due to the drifting movement.
Moreover, Fig. 9 permits us to compare the energy and mo-












The phenomenon of overshoot is discussed in detail
elsewhere.16 Here we comment that it has been verified that
the peak in the drift velocity follows in the time interval
where the drift-kinetic energy increases more rapidly than
thermal energy. This behavior is governed by the interplay of
energy and momentum relaxation times—both determined
by the nonequilibrium macroscopic state of the system—
resulting in that no overshoot occurs when the energy relax-
ation time, which is larger than the momentum relaxation
time shortly after application of the electric field, becomes
smaller than the latter at later times cf. in Fig. 9 the case for
FIG. 9. The energy and momentum relaxation times.
FIG. 10. The contributions to the mobility in the steady state originating
from the different scattering mechanisms.
FIG. 7. The evolution of the drift velocity.
FIG. 8. The ratio xt between the kinetic energy due to the drift in the
electric field and the thermal kinetic energy.
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a field of 10 kV/cm. On the other hand, overshoot follows
at intermediate to high fields when the relaxation time for
energy is constantly larger than the one for momentum cf. in
Fig. 9 the case for a field of 120 kV/cm.
Finally, in Fig. 10 we show the contributions to the mo-
bility in the steady state arising from the different scattering
mechanisms. Our calculation shows that the mobility follows
a Matthiessen’s rule,10 i.e., the reciprocal of the mobility is
the sum of the reciprocal of the mobilities resulting from
each type of collision. Clearly then, the smaller the partial
mobility, the larger its contribution to the mobility. Inspec-
tion of Fig. 10 tells us that the contribution of polar scatter-
ing is the main one, as expected in these strong polar semi-
conductors; its inverse is several orders of magnitude larger
than the contributions due to deformation-potential scattering
with acoustic phonons and the one by impurities is quite
negligible as we have already anticipated in Sec. II.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this communication we have presented a study of the
nonequilibrium thermodynamic state of polar semiconduc-
tors, when driven out of equilibrium by electric fields, with
applications to III-nitride compounds. We have derived equa-
tions of evolution—involving transient and steady states—
for the energy and the momentum which is related to the
electric current of the electrons and the energies of the
phonons in the different branches. For that purpose we re-
sorted to a particular large-scope kinetic theory transport
theory in this case.
As a general rule, the study of transport phenomena
analytical-type methods have been based on Boltzmann-like
transport equations which, however, have limitations when
nonlinear effects become relevant, as in the present case.
Thus, improved analytical methods, that is, nonlinear quan-
tum kinetic theories for studying physical phenomena in sys-
tems arbitrarily away from equilibrium, are desirable. Com-
puter modeling has also been used as in Monte Carlo
approaches, which are in reasonably good agreement with
experimental data, but the method we use here has an advan-
tage in that it provides analytical equations as we have seen,
they constitute a set of integrodifferential equations compu-
tationally tractable nowadays which allow to have a very
good physical insight of the phenomena involved and the
influence of the different characteristics of the system.
Such kinetic theory is derived from a powerful and
physically sound approach to the statistical mechanics and
thermodynamics of far-from-equilibrium systems, namely, a
nonequilibrium statistical ensemble formalism,4 which seems
to offer an elegant and concise way for developing a theory
of irreversible processes, adequate to deal with a large class
of experimental situations. It is a large-scope kinetic theory,
which can be considered as a far-reaching generalization of
the Boltzmann17 and Mori-Langevin formalisms.3
For the three n-doped III-nitrides specifically considered,
consisting of GaN, AlN, and InN in the presence of electric
fields, after the development in Sec. II of the general trans-
port theory for polar semiconductors of direct-gap bands, the
transient and steady states of their macroscopic nonequilib-
rium state were derived and characterized by means of the
intensive nonequilibrium thermodynamic parameters
Lagrange multipliers in the variational formulation of non-
equilibrium statistics4 consisting of the so-called quasitem-
perature sometimes referred to by some authors as nonequi-
librium temperature, quasichemical potential, and drift
velocity of the carriers, and the quasitemperatures of the lo
and ac phonons the external reservoir is assumed to remain
at a constant temperature T0=300 K.
The main points that can be highlighted are the
following.
1 We recall that in the case under consideration the
nonequilibrium-ensemble-formalism-based kinetic
theory can be used in the so-called second-order ap-
proximation in relaxation theory i.e., up to second or-
der in the interaction strengths. In this limit the colli-
sion operators J2 acquire the form of a golden rule of
quantum mechanics, averaged over the nonequilibrium
ensemble and then depending on time as a result of the
evolution of the nonequilibrium thermodynamic vari-
ables. This dependence on time is of course a result of
the irreversible processes developing in the system
while it is probed; in the steady state there is no change
in time, as a result of the establishment of a dynamical
equilibrium with entropy production of pumping and
relaxation effects.
2 In the transient regime there occurs an overshoot in
drift velocity only at intermediate to high field intensi-
ties, which is more pronounced the higher the intensity.
A less pronounced overshoot in quasitemperature is
also noticed.
3 The transient time elapsing until a steady state is at-
tained is very short, running in a scale of a few hundred
femtoseconds. It becomes smaller as the field intensity
increases, but only slightly.
4 In the steady state a near-Ohmic regime follows at low
fields, as expected, but a nonlinear law departure fol-
lows at intermediate to high fields. In that Ohmic re-
gime the quasitemperature roughly increases with the
square of the electric-field intensity.
5 In the non-Ohmic regime at intermediate to high fields,
while the quasitemperature remains satisfying a square
law in the field intensity but with corrections arising
out of the dependence of the relaxation times on the
field, the drift velocity—and then the current—has a
strong departure from linearity in the field intensity.
The characteristic of this departure is that the drift ve-
locity or the current has a decreasing rate of change
with the increasing field. In other words, the field-
dependent differential conductivity defined as dJe /dE
with Je=−nee keeps decreasing with increasing E.
6 It is important to notice that our calculations used a
parabolic band approximation effective-mass approxi-
mation, and are valid up to a certain value of the elec-
tric field the end points in the lines in the figures for
each compound. For higher field intensities intervalley
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scattering begins to play a role; this effect can be in-
corporated in our theory with just some additional ef-
fort the equations would contain the effect of all the
valleys and the intervalley scattering rates.
7 The quasitemperature of the lo phonons weakly in-
creases up to a 10% increase at the highest fields con-
sidered. This is due to the fact that the excess energy
acquired by the 1017 cm−3 carriers is being redistrib-
uted among the large number of, roughly, 1023 cm−3
phonons. A more detailed description of the nonequi-
librium macroscopic state of the system would consist
in introducing the populations of the lo phonons per
mode instead of the global energy, and then the in-
tensive nonequilibrium thermodynamic variable would
be the quasitemperature per mode. In such description
it follows the so-called “hot-phonon temperature over-
shoot,” already observed in GaAs.18
8 The quasitemperature of the acoustic phonons is prac-
tically unaltered at most an increase of 2% at the high-
est field considered. This is a consequence of the fact
that the anharmonic interaction and the carrier–ac-
phonon interaction are weak; then they produce a slow
rate of excess energy transfer to the ac phonons which
is rapidly dissipated by the process of heat diffusion to
the reservoir provided of course that there is a good
thermal contact between sample and reservoir.
9 With increasing intensity of the electric field the mean
energy of the carriers increases, which is constituted by
the kinetic thermal energy roughly 3kBTe
* /2 and the
kinetic energy of drift me
*e
2 /2. For all the three com-
pounds considered and we conjecture that it is a gen-
eral rule and for all the low to high intensities of the
electric field we considered, in the steady state the ther-
mal kinetic energy is always larger than the kinetic
energy of drift. In other words, the pumped energy is
distributed as to privilege the thermal energy thermal-
chaotic movement instead of the organized kinetic
energy of drift.
10 The scattering by impurities is negligible in compari-
son with the scattering of carriers by phonons, even the
weak one with ac phonons. As expected, the mobility
of the order of a few hundreds of cm2/V s is a result
of almost exclusively the scattering, via Fröhlich po-
tential, of carriers and lo phonons in these strong-polar
semiconductors.
11 Experiments using these compounds in the presence of
electric fields are not available, thus impairing us to
look for a validation of the theory. They are possible in
the case of GaAs and have been reported elsewhere6
showing a good agreement between theory and experi-
ment, which points to the validity and usefulness of the
nonequilibrium-ensemble-formalism-based transport
theory as described here.
In summary, in the present paper we have presented a
somewhat extensive analysis of the transport properties of
III-nitrides in the presence of electric fields from low to mod-
erately high intensities.
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